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Time perception mechanisms
at central nervous system

regions related to the perception of time. In
neurological and psychiatric disorders, the
understanding of time depends on the severity
of the diseases and the type of tasks.
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The five senses have specific ways to
receive environmental information and lead to
central nervous system. The perception of time
is the sum of stimuli associated with cognitive
processes and environmental changes. Thus,
the perception of time requires a complex neural mechanism and may be changed by emotional state, level of attention, memory and diseases. Despite this knowledge, the neural
mechanisms of time perception are not yet
fully understood. The objective is to relate the
mechanisms involved the neurofunctional
aspects, theories, executive functions and
pathologies that contribute the understanding
of temporal perception. Articles form 1980 to
2015 were searched by using the key themes:
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, theories,
time cells, memory, schizophrenia, depression,
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and
Parkinson’s disease combined with the term
perception of time. We evaluated 158 articles
within the inclusion criteria for the purpose of
the study. We conclude that research about the
holdings of the frontal cortex, parietal, basal
ganglia, cerebellum and hippocampus have
provided advances in the understanding of the

Time perception is a concept that describes
the subjective experience of time and how an
individual interprets the duration of an event.1
Depending on the occasion, people may feel
that time passes quickly or slowly. In addition
to being related to several cognitive and behavioral actions, it is also due to the way in which
our central nervous system processes environmental information (Figure 1).2 Distortions of
time interpretation are also associated with
some psychiatric and neurologic diseases.3
Time perception has attracted considerable
attention from researchers who aim to develop
an understanding of the neural functionality of
time perception and its relation to some diseases.4,5 There is a consensus that individuals
who suffer from impairments of time perception lack a specific pathway that carries key
information about the passage of time from
the external environment to the brain.6
Temporal perception includes all sensory channels; however, it is not clear as to the extent to
which these representations are mediated by
neural structures.4 Moreover, the diverse brain
regions associated with the sense of time
(frontal cortex, basal ganglia, parietal cortex,
cerebellum, and hippocampus) are responsible
for receiving, associating and interpreting
information in fractions of milliseconds, seconds and minutes.7 These neural processes
are only completely perceived through the participation of memory, attention, and other
emotional states. However, on many occasions,
time can be hyper or hypo estimated.8 For
instance, when we are looking forward to an
important event, such as the day we are going
on vacation, time seems to pass more slowly
than when the vacation is coming to an end
and we are close to return to work.
Different time perceptions can be associated
with differences in the way we perceive daily
activities as well as being influenced by psychiatric and neurological diseases. Studies involving individuals who suffer from attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, depression, schizophrenia and/or Parkinson’s disease (PD) have
revealed that individuals with such conditions
often have an impaired time perception.9
Interest in this area has resulted in the development of several models that were specifically
designed to define how the central nervous system analyzes and encodes time perception.
These models enable a better understanding of
some of the phenomena associated with time,
such as those relating to memory and attention.
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Some of these models are more widely accepted
by the scientific community than others, and a
universally accepted, precise mode that defines
the relationship between the central nervous
system and time perception has yet to be developed.10 With this in mind, this paper aim to
review the fundamental theories and ideas that
are considered to be of strategic importance in
the development of an understanding of time
perception. We will discuss the different models
of time perception that have been developed
and will describe the main theories that have
emerged in relation to the brain regions, memory participation and neurological diseases
associated with time perception. The first part
of the paper describes the neuroanatomy
involved in temporal processing and the second
part describes how memory is related to the perception of time, as well as outlining some of the
pathologies that distort time perception.

Materials and Methods
This study consisted of a literature review
that involved English language research articles about time perception that were published
between 1980 and 2015. Case reports, original
papers, and reviews were included in this integrative review. Relevant articles were identified by performing a database search on the
terms neuroanatomy, time cells, neurophysiology, theories, memory, schizophrenia, depression, Parkinson’s disease and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder in combination with the
phrase time perception. The results were ana-

Review
lyzed, and articles that were deemed to be relevant and of an acceptable global quality were
included in the analysis.

Selection

A neural network can include continuous
activity (active state) and dependent properties of neural time (hidden state).22 This
model can be regarded as intrinsic of time,
insofar as it is not based on the mechanisms

that are considered to represent specialized
timing.23 Independent of the models, human
beings estimate and distort time.24 Thereby,
time notion is dependent on intrinsic (emotional state) and extrinsic context (sensitive

We selected 10 articles for introduction, 90
articles matching terms time perception and
neuroanatomy, 22 with hippocampus and time
cells, 16 with time perception and memory, 20
about psychiatric diseases and time perception.
After the selection, 158 articles fulfilled the goal
and were included in this integrative review.
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Figure 1. The central nervous system has a critical role in high hierarchy timing process
and executive functions such as memory (freeimages.com/Adrian Boca), decision-making
(picjumbo.com) and attention (freeimages.com/Steve Knight).2
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The neural mechanisms involved in time
count and codification are not clear yet fully
understood.11 Diverse models of time perception have been presented, some of which
include neurobiological internal clocks; spectral time; state dependent; and linear and nonlinear network models that are able to identify
mistakes, learn and change strategies.12 Of
these, perhaps the best know is the internal
clock, which is based on scalar expectancy theory.13 Studies in this area often incorporate a
pacemaker-switch-accumulator mechanism.
The switch turns on the pacemaker, which is
controlled by attention;8 that is, when attention is focused on a stimulus that needs to be
temporized, the switch closes, allowing the
impulses sent by the pacemaker to flow into
the accumulator.14 On stimulus displacement,
the switch reopens and interrupts the flow of
the impulses.15 Thus, time is estimated according to the numbers of impulses accumulated
during the interval of time (Figure 2).16
The information processing model in relation to the time scalar theory has been studied
in a range of contexts covering periods of time
that range from seconds to minutes with the
objective of characterizing the relationship
between judgments of duration, deceleration
of the internal clock and internal attention,
and memory deficits.17 Within these studies,
different groups of participants have been
involved in different tasks relating to the
reproduction and production of time, time
reaction, attention and memory. Many of the
studies have demonstrated a relationship
between time estimation and cognitive functions (processing and memory speed) and task
period and age.18 According Tse et al.19 the
brain only has access to a ratio of all the information you have processed, and this is distorted due to subjective expansion of time. In this
case, a meter monitors the number of time
information units. On the other hand, according to the state dependent model, temporal
processing is codified on neural networks,20
and can be explained by a complex nonlinear
function of the stimulus interaction.21

ly

Time perception theories

Figure 2. The internal clock model is defined by three main components: a time processor
(pacemaker); a switch; an (accumulator). The internal clock has been associated with sensorial stimulis receivers by SNC (pacemaker) which may either acumulation or not in
long term memory. Finally, the internal clock theory show the decision making.12
[Neurology International 2016; 8:5939]
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plays in terms of time perception.50 Existing
studies have compared the nucleus accumbens,
putamen and caudate and dopamine mediation
in time perception tasks performed by healthy
subjects with those suffering from Parkinson’s
disease.51,52 Haber described the involvement
of the BG on period time, particularly the dorsal
striatum.53 Representation of time is influenced by the striatum’s ability to detect similar
patterns of cortical and thalamic oscillations,
and then synchronize neural firing in response
to different requirements of time perception.54
This complies with the findings of Jones et
al.,55 who verified the involvement of BG in
temporal processes of milliseconds and seconds, and also the role of dopamine in its modulation. They investigated 12 Parkinson’s disease patients with on and off dopamine medication together with 20 healthy subjects as
they performed three tasks involving time perception. The results of this research suggested
that BG integrity is necessary to the production
of time in seconds, as well as time reproduction
in short periods. Moreover, Coull et al.56
observed that an individual’s accuracy of time
perception is damaged by changes of dopamine
on putamen, leading subjects to hyper or hypo
estimate the passage of time. These effects
were also noted in studies involving dopaminergic agonist and antagonist and on
Parkinson’s disease patients.55 As such, frontostriatal circuitry allows the representation of
time period that contributes to the process by
which the duration of motor acts is coded. The
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Time perception in basal
ganglia
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The basal ganglia (BG) (Figure 3) facilitates
the execution of motor control.45,46 The BG is
also associated with emotions, motivation and
cognition (Figure 1),47-49 learning, procedural
memory, reward, and reinforcement, addictive
behavior development, formation of habits and
time perception.4 Specifically, some
researchers have investigated the role the BG
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The human being is able to process time
duration as a result of adaptive functions
involving neural regions (Figure 1)28 that are
arranged according to the duration of the stimulus received.29 Thereby, time perception
depends on the interaction between the cortical structures linked to the internal clock and
the areas involved with a specific task.30,31 In
this respect, the frontal cortex (Figure 3) has
been widely associated with temporal information processing in the short- and long-term
memory.32,33 Specifically, the role of the prefrontal cortex in terms of an individual’s estimation of a given time period relates to the
storage and recovery of memory.6,34
When it is necessary associate attention
among tasks, we do and tasks we left, we have
to modify attention subjectively, and then time
perception is triggered. In this moment, frontal
lobe takes part due its relation with prospective memory activation to predict and monitor
the accuracy of the time estimation.35 In this
context, frontal cortex is well developed and its
relation to the memory storage has an important participation in detailed time duration.36
Moreover, the modulation by brain neurochemistry and integration with other brain
areas such as the cerebellum and basal ganglia
have been highlighted by dopamine,37 which
appears to be related with perception of seconds to minutes, and associated to the frontostriatal circuitry.38 On the other hand, the
acetylcholine is related to memory and attention on tasks involving time perception, being
also present on frontal cortex and parietal relations.39 The role the frontal lobe plays in terms
of time perception seems to differ according to
the activities of the left and right hemisphere.
Some authors support the theory that the
activity of the right frontal lobe ceases when
task duration is memorized, while frontal left
activity helps to maintain attention until this
point.40 Dorsolateral prefrontal right cortex is
considered as the region most involved in time
perception. This have been observed in
patients with lesions in the dorsolateral pre-
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Frontal cortex activity on time
perception

frontal right cortex, showing changes in the
performance of temporal discrimination
tasks.41 The findings revealed that verbal estimation of time seems to be associated with the
motor supplementary area, and that the presence of lesions in this region leads to modifications of the production of rhythm and the
perception of the duration of tasks.
Furthermore, models of dominant time associate the motor supplementary area with the
specific region between the attention and the
time accumulator.42 On the other hand, Coull
et al.43 attested that the activities of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and supplementary
motor areas are linked to the cognitive difficulties of a task, not to time perception. Moreover,
Meck and Malapani analyzed the temporization of minutes and seconds and observed
frontal bilateral activity in tasks involving
memory work.44

m
m

information),25 in which relations between
emotion and time do not distort the function of
the internal clock but change how the clock
adapts to events.13 This indicates that there is
no such thing as homogenous time, but rather
multiple experiences of time,26 and these
reflect the way the brain adapts to diverse temporal scales.27 In this way, the different models
proposed are somewhat subjective and are limited in that they only demonstrate that differences in perceptions of time are linked to the
quantity and characteristic of the oscillators.12
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Figure 3. Cortical and subcortical areas involved in the time perception cerebral mechanisms.1
[Neurology International 2016; 8:5939]
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time parameters, such as the speed and duration. After a successful execution of a task, the
time information, represented within the cerebellar circuits, is transferred to inbuilt oscillators via modular connections,93 which would
help to calibrate the inbuilt neuronal clock
mechanisms associated with various tasks.
The role of the feedback processes in the interval timing functions of the cerebellum is supported by a study that showed increased variability in subjects with cerebellar lesions, as
one of the main roles of a feedback process is
to maintain a normal range.94,95 The unipolar
brush cells can represents intervals of time on
cerebellar cortex.96 These cells are involved on
excitatory synaptic input delayed in response
to cerebellum presynaptic stimulation, it is
believed that the temporal codification
depends on the stimulation frequency and can
cause delays that range from zero until hundred of milliseconds.97 In this way, computational models have suggested that the mechanisms of time on behavioral tasks dependents
of the cerebellum are calculated specifically on
the cerebellar cortex.98 However, some
researchers have defended the idea that the
cerebellum is not the focus of an internal
clock, it only provide signals about events. In
this case, the cerebellum and cortical regions
are associated, as the cerebellum regulating
temporally the neurons activity on these
regions.99,100 Besides, O’Reilly et al.101 noticed
a bigger interaction between the cerebellum
and the intraparietal region when a temporal
aspect is added to a perceptual prevision.
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The parietal cortex (Figure 3) is known as a
center of integration of sensory information,5860 and is related to a variety of cognitive functions.61-63 Its anatomic-functional relations
with the temporal and dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex are also associated with action control
and spatial reference.64-66 In this context, parietal cortex is essential in planning movements
based on sensory informations and codification of cognitive functions (Figure 1).67,68
Thus, the perception of external stimuli is
integrated by parietal cortex to the time scales
for a count of milliseconds and seconds intervals.69
Parietal cortex is also associated to the magnitude theory, which proposes similarities
among space, size, number, velocity and
time.1,70 The participation of the parietal cortex on time estimation and spatial orientation
is difficult to be delimited. Although spatial
regulation is related both to a static component and intervals of time perception (dynamic
components), they are considered equivalent.
In this context, a study evaluated these components and identified activation at left inferior
parietal cortex.71 Particularly, lateral intraparietal area (LIA) was associated to time perception.72 Moreover, Maimon and Assad demonstrated a wider participation of neurons on LIA
in timing the execution of movements in
response to external stimuli.73 They support
the idea that activity of the LIA has a probability in determining if an event is about to
occur.69
Studies involving transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) have demonstrated
changes in the right posterior parietal cortex
during tasks involving time perception,74 with
the posterior parietal cortex functioning to
mediate the adaptation of time processing.75
Hayashi et al.76 used functional magnetic resonance imaging and TMS in tasks that involved
numerical discrimination and observed the
simultaneous activation of the right intraparietal cortex (RIC) and inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG). Their results demonstrated that the RIC
modulates the degree of influence of interaction of numerosity and damage of precise time
estimation. Besides, subjects who have suffered a right temporoparietal stroke are unable
to discriminate sub-second temporal durations
between two successive events. Thus, their
perception of time is impaired due to the
refractory period of stimuli.77

The cerebellum (Figure 3) has connections
with almost all central nervous system, directly
or indirectly.78 For a long time, the cerebellum
was exclusively associated with motor functions, however it is involved en different
processes motivation, attentional (Figure 1),
associative learning and proprioceptive.13,79-82
Specifically, the participation of the cerebellum on the biological basis of time perception
has been highlighted,13 but its function is yet
not well established.83 It is believed that there
are two systems of timing. The first, automatic, acts on motor circuits of the cerebellum is
responsible by events of milliseconds.6,84 The
second, controlled cognitively, is formed by
parietal and prefrontal areas linked to attention and memory, being responsible by periods
of minutes.85 A research analyzed patients
with cerebellar lesion in tasks of discriminate
time with intervals of 400 ms and 4s and noted
damage into perception of milliseconds and
seconds.28
The cerebellum and BG integrate proprioceptive informations during the motor task
and the time perception mechanisms.86 The
processes of time synchronization seem to be
related with the lateral cerebellum, while the
mechanisms of time aceleration with the BG.87
In this sense, the cerebellum encodesdiscrete
periods of time, whilst the BG take part on the
perception of rhythms more regular.88,89
Specifically, it has been observed that lateral
cerebellar hemispheres have a wide participation on time perception.90 Moreover, Purkinje
cells are broadly active when the time is determined by the interval between the conditional
and unconditional stimulus.91 Gooch et al.92
conducted a study with patients who had cerebellar lesions and observed a biggest effect on
activities related to milliseconds. Their findings suggesting the damage on left hemisphere represents changes on perception of
milliseconds and minutes of perceptual
tasks.11 A probable explanation is that lesions
on this region make the clock mechanism be
executed slowly and accumulate fewer beats
(Figure 2).
Moreover, the cerebellum participates in
feedback control of motor activities, which
commonly involve sub- and supra-second intervals reflecting changes occurring during a
task. The examples of such changes are those
occurring over sub-second intervals in the
activity of muscles to produce a change in the
direction of movements of the limbs, hands
and fingers. Thus, the circuits associated with
feedback activities within the cerebellum represent time information in sub- to supra-second range resulting from its role in successful
motor interactions involving external physical
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Organization of parietal cortex
on time perception

Cerebellar activity on time perception
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influence of BG on time perception seems to be
related to adjustments to the motor component
of time perception.57

[Neurology International 2016; 8:5939]

Hippocampus and time cells
The hippocampus (Figure 3) is a structure
of the CNS which is associated with memory
formation (Figure 1),102 environmental
exploratory process and the initial storage and
transition of the ability to acquire, retain and
recall, information relevant to the long-term
memory.103-105 The types of memory (e.g.,
episodic and working) require a temporal
sequence of successful encodings between
events to consolidate and evoke memories.106
The memory acquisition corresponding to the
input informations by means of external sensors are directed to neural systems to be stored
and are selected according to the extent to
which an individual perceives an event to be
important (e.g., emotional situations such as
the wedding of a child) or the frequency with
which the event takes place (e.g., repetitive
tasks such as training animals). Once the
information is retained for a long period or
permanently occurs, it is consolidated in the
memory and can be evoked later.107,108 To
evoke memory, time perception is essential in
the processing of sequential events,109 and
[page 17]
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movements); the working memory (responsible for processing information about current or
recent past events) and the episodic memory
(responsible for processing past personal
information).127,128
Pan and Luo observerd that working memory is involved in the perception of time.129 This
fact was noted in tasks that required planning
and time control of the movement to timing
the intervals referred to the sequences of automated movements.130 Moreover, time perception is involved with diverse cognitive processes.131,132 Existing studies have noted that the
less attention is paid to task, the greater the
reduction in subjective time perception.2,133
Studies on patients with amnesia demonstrated that individuals who suffer from this condition are less able to precisely assess temporal
judgments of short duration (less than 10 seconds) and more likely to underestimate longer
temporal durations (more than 10 or 20 seconds); however, these studies linked the
deficits only to a dysfunction of the long-term
memory.134-136 Based on this notion, Pouthas
and Perbal conducted further research using
tasks which involved the reproduction of time
and production to assess the capacities of distribution that a patient with amnesia showns
in terms of selective deficit on episodic memory.18 Some studies on time perception dysfunctions in patients with PD have explained such
impairment in terms of an internal timing
mechanism.137 In this way, memory is associated due to the difficulty presented by the
patient with PD on the interpretation of
time.57,132,138 Similarly, the performance of
patients with PD was assessed in a time reproduction task which was dependent on memory
and during a time production task which
required the participants to identify timing
internal periods.132 During the reproduction
task, judgments relating to duration varied
more in patients with than without PD, and
this correlated with the gravity of the illness
and the extent of the memory impairment.

ly

time cells in studies involving physiological
and behavioral approaches in animals and
humans.108 Similarly, neurophysiological studies using classical conditioning, which corresponds to the basic form of learning involving
a simple response or a complex series of
responses to certain stimuli, suggesting that
occur a time series involved in evoking memories consolidated resulting from repetitive
tasks.120,121 Moreover, another study suggested
the involvement of the hippocampus in standard separation time using experiments in
which rats learned to associate different durations of time intervals with odor stimuli. The
researchers found that the hippocampus
played an essential role in the behavior of rats
in terms of their ability to explore a maze
based on odors and to keep track of time
elapsed over a course of several minutes.122
The performance of the time cells have
demonstrated temporal organization of
sequential events that compose a lived experience; for example, something traumatic or
pleasurable. Kraus et al.119 observed this in a
study, which time cells were deemed to have
an influence on a rat’s perception of spatial
location in mazes. The timekeeping on treadmill tasks was observed concomitantly with
neuroimaging to record the neuronal firing
activity that occurred when the tasks were performed. The researchers observed neuronal
firing in large parts of hippocampal neurons at
the moment which the rat performed the task.
This result demonstrated that neuronal activation could not be attributed to residual odors;
for example, something that could guide the
rat to perform better in the task, thereby proving that the rats’ behavior was strongly influenced by time and distance. This finding suggests that experience memories are organized
through active participation of the hippocampus in terms of order of occurrence and the frequency or importance of events.108,123

on

includes the participation of the hippocampus
for organization and recruitment of episodic
memory.108,110
The role of the hippocampus in time perception was explored in 1984 through experiments in mice (control and injuries fimbirafornix groups) which consisted in carrying out
training tasks in radial arm maze to discriminate auditory signals that differed in duration
(2 or 8s) and peak range with visual signal 5s.
The results revealed that the precision of the
rate and duration of auditory discrimination
were not affected by the injury, however, the
point of subjective equality was shifted to a
shorter duration. From the peak interval, the
injured rats had a shift to the right in relation
to the objective time of 5s, meaning that
lesions in this region impair working
memory.111 Thus, various studies started with
the objective of understanding the involvement of the hippocampus in time perception.
For this proposition, the researchers performed various types of intervention, among
them, injuring the medial septal area, resection of the temporal lobe, selective dorsal hippocampus injuries and total destruction of the
hippocampus.112 Meck, Matell and Church isolated the effects of the hippocampus in specific
phases of the temporal memory processing,113
providing an analysis of the factors that contributed to the hippocampal influence. In that
proposition, an injury to the fimbria-fornix and
observed change in information retention time
in the working memory and distortion in the
content of the reference memory is carried
out. This means that an injury to the fornix
may cause difficulty remembering long-term
information. In addition, neuroimaging studies show that the formation and maintenance
of memory are performed with adjuvant action
of the hippocampus, associated with the connections of cortical structures such as the
frontal and parietal cortex.114 Gorchetchnikov
and Grossberg propose that the hippocampus
on the temporal processing is performed by the
entorhinal cortex circuits, dentate gyrus and
CA1 areas, CA2, and CA3 corresponding to the
hippocampal circuit regions that act at the
gateway to the entorhinal cortex.108,115 In particular, the interaction between these regions
of the brain transform temporal scales and
stimuli sequences in a set of codes that may be
consolidated in memory. The adaptive learning
models showed a spectrum of different hippocampal cells in synchronization and modulation on learning daily or conditional events.116
Timing of activities and organization of
events, for example, everyday tasks like
remembering a stored object, receive acting
hippocampal neurons called time cells.108 The
time cells represent the temporal processing of
recruitment events memory such as fear conditioning task.117-119 Eichenbaum in their
review article demonstrated the activities of

Time perception and memory
All people are continually involved in temporal activities, such as controlling the timing of
a movement, expressing general knowledge,
representing events and remembering past
episodes.2,124 This information is filed into a
system of storage (memory) and can be recovered when requested.125 In this context,
human memory plays an important role in
terms of our perceptions.126 Specifically, four
systems of memory are involved to a greater or
lesser extent in different experiences.124
Namely, the semantic memory (responsible for
processing information, like concepts, linguistic expressions and facts); the procedural
memory (involved in the performance of relatively automatic movements and of learned

Diseases evoke distortions on
time perception
Despite the diverse components that are
involved in the interpretation of reality, it is
well known that time is essential to information processing because it allows individuals
an opportunity to perceive their surrounding
environment and is related to the detection of
many events.13,38 The term time has also been
used to refer to an estimation of the duration
of an event.6 The ability of a human being to
estimate time is considered a stable function
that may vary as a result of the development of
some diseases, toxic situations or psychiatric
disorders.12 Time is subjectively estimated by a

Review
accurately than healthy subjects. In addition to
attention deficits, schizophrenia is also associated with the impairment of working memory.148 However, studies of episodic memory
have suggested that patients who suffer from
schizophrenia can remember that an event
occurred, but do not know when it occurred.
These results indicate that patients do not lose
memory, but experience a disorganization of
time perception.151,152 Thus, to better understand the changes that emerge as a result of
schizophrenia, researchers should assess time
perception,148 due to relationship between
schizophrenia and time perception brain
regions.90 The PD is accompanied by cognitive
and motor changes, including disorderly movement time, usually expressed as bradykinesia
and/or akinesia and by longer time to processes an information, named as bradyphrenia.153
The PD is characterized by dysfunction of the
BG circuitry due a degenerative process on the
nigrostriatal pathway that causes progressive
death of cells on the compact part of substantia
nigra. It causes less dopamine on striado and
leads to an indirect form of time perception’s
dysfunction.12 Patients with PD present
increased reaction time, attenuation of movement and of the information processing. They
also show speech impairment and decreased
ability of keeping fixed rhythms on motor
tasks.154-156 Studies involving patients with PD
are frequently performed within scalar theory
to observe temporal processing on seconds and
minutes.157,158 The frontostriatal circuitries
may participate in the estimation of long intervals of time and this consists in one of the theories to explain the changes on time perception in patients with PD.153
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Regardless of being taken by emotion,
relaxed, hurried or talking on the phone, time
is part of our day to day and is present in all
moments. In this context, the theories of time
perception and its modeling support the existence of multiple clocks, but without a conclusive form of its functionality. Moreover, subjects with neurological and psychiatric damages have difficult on perceive and organize
the time, frequently due disorders on attention, memory and neurotransmitters action as
dopamine and acetylcholine, thence the difficulties of perceive time and related it to
actions of present and future, affecting cognitive and motor resources. Furthermore, manifestations of disorders resulting of frontal
brain lesions, BG, cerebellum, hippocampus
and parietal cortex become more investigated
in order to answer which models are involved
and its neural functional relations with time
perception.
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